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1 Appendix A - The Firms’ Problem
Noting that θ > 1, FOC from firms’ optimization problem is given by:
Et
∞∑
j=t
αj−tk Θt,j
∂Ψj (pk,t (z) , .)
∂pk,t (z)
= 0; (1)
taking derivatives and dividing resulting expression by 1− θ
Et
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using expression in the main text for labor supply, production function and
discount factor:
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using expression for demand for good z in terms of sectorial aggregates and
isolating terms pk,t(z)/Pk,t.
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2 Appendix B - Steady State
This section shows that there is a steady state characterized by zero inflation
and constant values for all variables, where exogenous disturbances also assume
constant values, that is: ξ¯ = {G¯, a¯k,t}, where G¯ > 0 and a¯k,t = 1, all k. We
focus particular attention to a steady state with positive real debt at maturity,
that is b∗−1 = b¯
∗ > 0˙, price dispersion equals one, ∆k,−1 = 1, and relative price
also equals one, pk,−1 = 1, all k. While b¯
∗ is arbitrary, it is nonetheless subject
2
to a upper bound. To see this, take the government budget constraint, which
in steady state is given by:
(1− β)b¯∗ =
K∑
k=1
τ¯kY¯k − G¯. (3)
Assuming debt and government expenses are non-zero in steady state imply
τ¯k > 0, for some k. Also, given pk,−1 = 1 and zero inflation, all k, then p¯k = 1.
From demand for sectorial output in terms of aggregate output, Y¯k = mkY¯ ,
which imply (3) becomes
(1− β)b¯∗ + G¯ = τ¯ Y¯ , (4)
where τ¯ =
∑K
k=1mkτ¯k, once steady state values are properly replaced. From
firms’ maximizing conditions in the main text and taking into account that
Π¯k = 1,
K¯k = F¯k;
using definitions
θλ
θ − 1
µ¯wk m
−ν
k Y¯
ν
k = (1− τ¯k)
(
C¯
)−σ
, (5)
where we have used the fact that p¯k = 1, a¯k = 1, and Y¯k =mkY¯ . Sectorial tax
rate is given by
τ¯k = 1−
θλ
θ − 1
µ¯wk
(
C¯
)σ
Y¯ ν , (6)
which only depends of aggregate variables and sector specific parameter µ¯wk .
We assume that steady-state wage markup is the same across sectors, that is
µ¯wk = µ¯
w, all k. In this case, steady-state distortive tax rates are the same
across sectors, that is
τ¯k = τ¯ , (7)
all k, which is positive whenever
θλ
θ − 1
µ¯w
(
C¯
)σ
< 1,
or
C¯ <
(
θ − 1
θλ
1
µ¯w
)σ
,
once one considers an always-possible normalization Y¯ = 1; that is, the level of
consumption over GDP should not be too high. Considering in a more concrete
fashion, for the parameter values used in our calibration, that is θ = 10, λ = .98,
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µ¯w = 1.05, and σ = 2, the steady state value for C¯ should not be larger than 76%
of the GDP. We believe it does not represent a significant restriction. Equations
θλ
θ − 1
µ¯wY¯ ν = (1− τ¯)
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
(8)
and (4) define the aggregate output level in steady state as well as the aggre-
gate tax rate. In (8) steady state output Y¯ is a negative function of steady
state aggregate tax rate, industry and wage markups and a positive function
of steady state government purchase. If τ¯ equals unity, than Y¯ is zero and so
the government revenue. Then, it should be the case that τ¯ < 1. Once τ¯ is
bounded above, so should be G¯ and b¯∗ for (4) to hold. On the other hand, as G¯
and b¯∗ are both greater than zero by hypothesis, then it is clear that τ¯ > 0. Let
Y¯1(τ¯) and Y¯2(τ¯) be the aggregate output defined respectively by equations (8)
and (4), both functions of aggregate tax rate. From (8), one should notice that
Y¯1(τ¯) approaches G¯ as τ¯ approaches unity. In this case, there should be a range
of aggregate tax rates 0 < τ¯ ′ < τ¯∗ < τ¯ ′′ < 1 such as Y¯1(τ¯∗) > G¯/τ¯∗, provided
G¯ are small enough. Fixing G¯ and b¯∗, (4) uniquely determines Y¯2, for any τ¯
∗∗
∈ (0, 1). For b¯∗ small enough, than it should be that Y2(τ¯
∗∗) < Y1(τ¯
∗) for some
values of τ¯∗∗ ∈ (0, 1). If, however, τ¯∗∗ is too small, then Y2(τ¯∗∗) > Y1(τ¯∗).By
continuity, it should be the case that Y2(τ¯) = Y1(τ¯) for a τ¯ ∈ (0, 1), which de-
termine the aggregate level of tax rate and output. Using (7), above conditions
hold for every k. Finally, from definitions for Kk, Fk and government budget
constraint in recursive terms one can define steady state values for K¯k, F¯k and
W¯ , which complete the characterization of the steady state values.
Define the set of commitments Xt = {Kk,t, Fk,t, Wt}, all k, and let X0
be the set of initial commitments that make policy optimal form a timeless
perspective. We wish to characterize a steady state by a constant policy and set
of initial commitments, constant debt level and tax rates, constant aggregate
and sectorial outputs, relative prices as sectorial price dispersions equal to their
initial values, that is: one. The centralized policy maker chooses a sequence of
Xt = {Πt, Πk,t, Yt, Yk,t, Fk,t, Kk,t, Wt, ∆k,t, τk,t, b
∗
t , pk,t}, all k, for t ≥ t0 in
order to maximize
Ut ≡ Et0
∞∑
t=t0
βj−t0
[
u (Yt, ξt)−
K∑
k=1
mkv (Yk,t, ξt)∆k.t
]
, (9)
where
u(Yt, ξt) ≡
(Yt −Gt)1−σ
1− σ
v (Yk,t, ξt) ≡
λ
1 + ν
[
Yk,t
mkak,t
]1+ν
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subject to:
∆k.t = αkΠ
θ(1+ν)
k,t ∆k.t−1 + (1− αk)
(
1− αkΠ
θ−1
k,t
1− αk
) θ(1+ν)
θ−1
(10)
Kk,t
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k,t
1− αk
) 1+θν
1−θ
= Fk,t (11)
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k=1
mk (Πk,tpk,t−1)
1−η
(12)
pk,t =
Πk,t
Πt
pk,t−1 (13)
pηk,t =mk
Yt
Yk,t
(14)
Wt = (Yt −Gt)
−σ [
K∑
k=1
τk,tpk,tYk,t −Gt] + βEt [Wt+1] (15)
and the definitions:
Kk,t =
θλ
θ − 1
µ¯wm−νk
Yk,t
ak,t
ν+1
+ αkβEt
[
Π
θ(ν+1)
k,t+1 Kk,t+1
]
(16)
Fk,t = (1− τk,t) (Yt −Gt)
−σ pk,tYk,t + αkβEt
[
Πθ−1k,t+1Fk,t+1
]
(17)
Wt =
(Yt −Gt)
−σ
Πt
b∗t−1 (18)
and taking as given the initial commitments X0 and the initial conditions
I−1 = {b∗−1, ∆k,−1, pk,−1} for every k and t ≥ t0. In order to impose con-
stant commitments X0 = X¯ we consider additional restrictions such as the first
order conditions for the problem in t = t0 are equivalent to the first order con-
ditions for a generic t > 0. Let φ1k,t , φ
2
k,t , φ
3
t , φ
4
k,t, φ
5
k,t, φ
6
t , φ
7
k,t, φ
8
k,t, φ
9
t be
the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to equations (10) to (18). In order to
complete the proof, we need to show that first order conditions for the indicated
steady state are satisfied for time-invariant Lagrange multipliers. The first order
conditions to the maximization problem are the following.
With respect ∆k,t
−mkv (Yk,t, ξt) + φ
1
k,t − φ
1
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5
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4
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7
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Π2t
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K∑
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φ5k,t
mk
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+
+ φ6tσ (Yt −Gt)
−σ−1 [
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k=1
τk,tpk,tYk,t −Gt]+
+ φ8k,t (1− τk,t)σ (Yt −Gt)
−σ−1 pk,tYk,t+
+ φ9t
σ (Yt −Gt)
−σ−1
Πt
b∗t−1 = 0.
With respect to Yk,t
−mkvYk (Yk,t, ξt)∆k.t + φ
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k,t
mkYt
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7
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θλ
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From FOC with respect to ∆k,t
φ1k =
λ
1 + ν
m−νk Y¯
1+ν
k
1− βαk
, (19)
which solves for φ1k, all k. From FOC with respect to Kk,t and Fk,t:
φ2k = −φ
7
k(1− αk), (20)
φ2k = φ
8
k(1− αk), (21)
which imply
−φ7k = φ
8
k. (22)
Optimality with respect to Wt yields
φ9 = 0. (23)
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From FOC with respect to τk,t and b∗t yield, respectively
φ6 = φ8k, (24)
and
φ9 = 0. (25)
From FOC with respect to Πt
(1− η)φ3 = −
K∑
k=1
φ4k. (26)
From FOC with respect to Πk,t
− φ2kK¯k
αkθ(1 + ν)
1− αk
− φ3mk(1− η)− φ
4
k+
− φ7kαkθ(ν + 1)K¯k − φ
8
kαk(θ − 1)F¯k = 0;
using the relation (22)
−φ2k
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K¯k − φ
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4
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−
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where K¯k is given by:
K¯k =
1
1− αkβ
θλ
θ − 1
µ¯wm−νk Y¯k,t
ν+1. (28)
FOC with respect to Yt, and using (25)
uY (Y¯ , ξ¯)−
K∑
k=1
φ5k
mk
Y¯k
+ φ6σ
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ−1
[
K∑
k=1
τ¯kY¯k − G¯]
+
K∑
k=1
φ8k (1− τ¯k)σ
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ−1
Y¯k = 0.
Using (24)
uY (Y¯ , ξ¯)−
1
Y¯
K∑
k=1
φ5k + φ
6σ
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ−1
[
K∑
k=1
Y¯k − G¯] = 0,
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(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
+ φ6σ
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
=
1
Y¯
K∑
k=1
φ5k. (29)
FOC with respect to Yk,t
−m−νk λY¯
ν
k + φ
5
k
1
Y¯k
− φ6[
θλ(ν + 1)
θ − 1
µ¯wm−νk Y¯k
ν +
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
] = 0, (30)
multiplying by mk and using the definition for Y¯k
−mkλY¯
ν + φ5k
1
Y¯
− φ6[
θλ(ν + 1)
θ − 1
µ¯wmkY¯
ν +mk
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
] = 0,
summing across sectors and using the relation (29) yields
−λY¯ ν +
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
= φ6[
θλ(ν + 1)
θ − 1
µ¯wY¯ ν + (1− σ)
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
].
It is then possible to establish the steady state value of φ6 only as function
of aggregate variables:
φ6 =
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
− λY¯ ν
θλ(ν+1)
θ−1 µ¯
wY¯ ν + (1− σ)
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ , (31)
Having determined the value for φ6 allows us to determine
∑K
k=1 φ
5
k using
(29), φ5k using (30), φ
8
k using (24), and φ
7
k and φ
2
k using respectively (22) and
(21).
FOCs with respect to pk,t yields
− φ3mk(1− η)β + φ
4
k(1− β) + φ
5
k−
− φ6
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
τ¯kY¯k − φ
8
k (1− τ¯k)
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
Y¯k = 0,
using (24)
−φ3mk(1− η)β + φ
4
k(1− β) + φ
5
k − φ
6
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
Y¯ mk = 0, (32)
summing across sectors
−φ3(1− η)β + (1− β)
K∑
k=1
φ4k +
K∑
k=1
φ5k − φ
6
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
Y¯ = 0, (33)
using (26) and (29)
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−
(1− η)φ3
Y¯
+
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
= φ6(1− σ)
(
Y¯ − G¯
)−σ
, (34)
which solves for φ3 as we use as a function only of aggregate variables, as we
use (31). In this case,
∑K
k=1 φ
4
k can be determined by (26). Finally, φ
4
k can be
determined using (32). It follows the system is just determined which completes
the proof.
3 Appendix C - Second Order Approximation
to Utility Function
3.1 Second Order Approximation of Utility Function
We start with a second order Taylor expansion of the representative consumer’s
welfare function, along the lines of Woodford (2003).
U0 ≡ E0
∞∑
t=0
βt
[
u (Yt, ξt)−
K∑
k=1
mkv (Yk,t, ξt)∆k.t
]
, (35)
where
u(Yt, ξt) =
(Yt −Gt)1−σ
1− σ
, (36)
v (Yk,t, ξt) =
λ
1 + ν
[
Yk,t
mkak,t
]1+ν
, (37)
and where ξt refers to the full vector of random disturbances, as in Benigno and
Woodford (2003). We start by working with u (Yt, ξt). A second order Taylor
expansion over original expression yields
u (Yt, ξt) = uY (Y¯ , ξ¯)(Yt − Y¯ ) +
1
2
uY Y (Y¯ , ξ¯)(Yt − Y¯ )
2+
+ uY ξ(Y¯ , ξ¯)(Yt − Y¯ )(ξt − ξ¯) + tips+O
3
p,
where the term tips refers to terms independent of policy hereafter.
u (Yt, ξt) = uY (Y¯ , ξ¯)Y¯ [
(Yt − Y¯ )
Y¯
+
1
2
uY Y (Y¯ , ξ¯)Y¯
uY (Y¯ , ξ¯)
(Yt − Y¯ )
2
Y¯ 2
+
+
uY ξ(Y¯ , ξ¯)Y¯
uY (Y¯ , ξ¯)
(Yt − Y¯ )
Y¯
(ξt − ξ¯)
Y¯
] + tips+O3p.
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Define hereafter, for any variable Xt
X˜t ≡
Xt − X¯
X¯
, (38)
and
Xˆt ≡ log
Xt
X¯
. (39)
It is know that the following relation holds up to second order:
X˜t 	 Xˆt +
1
2
Xˆ2t . (40)
Given the functional form assumed for the utility function, we have:
u (Yt, ξt) = C¯
−σY¯ [Y˜t −
σ
2
Y¯
C¯
Y˜ 2t + σ
Y¯
C¯
Y˜tξ˜t] + tips+O
3
p,
where ξˆt represents the absolute deviation over GDP. As Gt is the only random
disturbance considered in this case, than it is clear that
ξ˜t = G˜t =
Gt − G¯
Y¯
,
as an exception to (38). We define the ratio of consumption over output
sC =
C¯
Y¯
, (41)
and use (40), yielding
u (Yt, ξt) = C¯
−σY¯ [Yˆt +
1
2
Yˆ 2t (1− σs
−1
C ) + σs
−1
C YˆtGˆt] + tips+O
3
p. (42)
A second order Taylor expansion of v (Yk,t, ξt)∆k.t around steady state val-
ues yield
v (Yk,t, ξt)∆k.t = v
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
(∆k.t − 1) + vYk
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
(Yk,t − Y¯k)+ (43)
+
1
2
vYkYk
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
(Yk,t − Y¯k)
2 + vYk
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
(Yk,t − Y¯k)(∆k.t − 1)
+ vYkξ
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
(Yk,t − Y¯k)(ξt − ξ¯) + vξ
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
(∆k.t − 1)(ξt − ξ¯)+
+ tips+O3p.
Considering that in this component of utility function, the vector ξt contains
only non-zero terms for disturbances ak,t and that a¯k = 1, all k, then
a˜k,t = ak,t − 1,
11
and also
∆˜k,t = ∆k,t − 1.
Expression above (43) simplifies to
v (Yk,t, ξt)∆k.t = v
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
∆˜k.t + vYk
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
Y¯k(Yˆk,t +
1
2
Yˆ 2k,t) + (44)
+
1
2
vYkYk
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
Y¯ 2k (Yˆ
2
k,t) + vYk
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
Y¯k(Yˆk,t)∆˜k.t +
+vYkξ
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
Y¯k(Yˆk,taˆk,t) + vξ
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
∆˜k.t(aˆk,t) +
+tips+O3p,
where we have used the relation (40) for both aˆk,t and Yˆk,t. Using the defini-
tion for ∆k,t one can show that ∆˜k,t is a term of second order. In this sense,
interactions between ∆˜k,t and aˆk,t or ∆˜k,t and Yˆk,t can be ignored for they are
of no importance up to second order. To see this, recall that
∆k.t =m
−1
k
∫
mk
pk,t(z)
Pk,t
−θ(1+ν)
dz. (45)
Define:
m−1k
∫
mk
pk,t(z)
Pk,t
−θ(1+ν)
=m−1k
∫
mk
q
−θ(1+ν)1−θ
k,t dz. (46)
First order Taylor expansion of q
− θ(1+ν)1−θ
k,t , yields:
q
−
θ(1+ν)
1−θ
k,t = q¯
−
θ(1+ν)
1−θ
k +
θ(1 + ν)
θ − 1
q¯
−
θ(1+ν)
1−θ
−1
k (qk,t − q¯k) +O
2
p, (47)
Steady state values for prices imply, for every k:
q¯k =
p¯k(z)
P¯k
1−θ
= 1. (48)
Using integrals
m−1k
∫
mk
q
− θ(1+ν)1−θ
k,t dz = 1 +
θ(1 + ν)
θ − 1
(m−1k
∫
mk
qk,tdz − 1) +O
2
p. (49)
Noting further that
m−1k
∫
mk
qk,t = m
−1
k
∫
mk
pk,t(z)
Pk,t
1−θ
= 1, (50)
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due to the definition of sectorial price index, then we have:
∆˜k,t = ∆k,t − 1 = O
2
p.
Hence, expression (44) simplifies to
v (Yk,t, ξt)∆k.t = v
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
∆˜k.t + vYk
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
Y¯k(Yˆk,t +
1
2
Yˆ 2k,t)+
1
2
vYkYk
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
Y¯ 2k (Yˆ
2
k,t) + vYkξ
(
Y¯k, ξ¯
)
Y¯k(Yˆk,taˆk,t)+
+ tips+O3p,
v (Yk,t, ξt)∆k.t = λ
[
Yk,t
mk
]1+ν
{
∆ˆk.t
1 + ν
+Yˆk,t+
1 + ν
2
Yˆ 2k,t−(1+ν)Yˆk,taˆk,t}+tips+O
3
p.
(51)
where we have used the relation
∆˜k,t = ∆ˆk,t +
1
2
∆ˆ2k,t +O
3
p,
which simplifies to
∆˜k,t = ∆ˆk,t +O
3
p,
once one notice that ∆ˆ2k,t is of higher order than O
2
p. Using a second order
Taylor expansion over the law of motion for sectorial price dispersion given by
∆k.t = αkΠ
θ(1+ν)
k,t ∆k.t−1 + (1− αk)
(
1− αkΠ
θ−1
k,t
(1− αk)
) θ(1+ν)
θ−1
, (52)
yields
∆ˆk.t = αk∆ˆk.t−1 +
1
2
αk
(1− αk)
θ(1 + ν)(1 + θν)Πˆ2k,t +O
3
p,
where interactions between ∆ˆk.t−1 and Πˆk.t have been explicitly considered as
of third order. Using the relation:
Πˆk,t = pik,t +
1
2
pi2k,t. (53)
We have, up to second order,
∆ˆk.t = αk∆ˆk.t−1 +
1
2
αk
(1− αk)
θ(1 + ν)(1 + θν)pi2k,t +O
3
p,
where pik,t is the percent variation of sectorial price level, or best known as
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sectorial inflation, pik,t = logPk,t/Pk,t−1. Interacting backwards yields
∆ˆk.t = α
t−1
k ∆ˆk.−1 +
1
2
αk
(1− αk)
θ(1 + ν)(1 + θν)
t∑
j=0
αt−jk pi
2
k,j +O
3
p, (54)
while we consider the sectorial price dispersion in the remote past as a "term in-
dependent of policy". Further considering that it is possible to change positions
of sums over t and k on (51), that is
∞∑
t=0
βt
K∑
k=1
mkλ
[
Yk,t
mk
]1+ν
{
1
1 + ν
∆ˆk.t} =
K∑
k=1
mkλ
[
Yk,t
mk
]1+ν
{
1
1 + ν
∞∑
t=0
βt∆ˆk.t}.
Reordering terms, one can find that
∞∑
t=0
βt∆ˆk.t =
1
2
αk
(1− αk)(1− αkβ)
θ(1 + ν)(1 + θν)
∞∑
t=0
βtpi2k,t + tips+O
3
p. (55)
Substituting (55) over (51) yields
v (Yk,t, ξt)∆k.t = λ
[
Yk,t
mk
]1+ν
{
1
2
αkθ(1 + θν)
(1− αk)(1− αkβ)
pi2k,t + Yˆk,t+
+
1+ ν
2
Yˆ 2k,t − (1 + ν)Yˆk,taˆk,t}+ tips+O
3
p,
where we have benefited from the possibility of swapping sums of t and k. Using
(16) and (17) in the text, one can show that the following relation holds in
steady state:
θλ
θ − 1
µ¯wm−νk Y¯
ν
k = (1− τ¯k)
(
C¯
)−σ
.
It follows that
λ
[
Yk,t
mk
]1+ν
= [C¯−σY¯ ](1−Φ),
where
(1−Φ) ≡
θ − 1
θ
(1− τ¯)
µ¯w
,
where the last equality is due to relation (7). These last definitions lead to (35)
being approximated up to second order by the following expression:
14
Ut0 = ΩEt0
∞∑
t=t0
βt−t0{Yˆt +
(1− σ˜)
2
Yˆ 2t + σ˜YˆtGˆt + (56)
−
K∑
k=1
mk(1−Φ)[
θ
κk
pi2k,t
2
+ Yˆk,t +
1 + ν
2
Yˆ 2k,t +
−(1 + ν)Yˆk,taˆk,t]}+ tips+O
3
p,
where
Ω ≡ C¯−σY¯ , (57)
κk ≡
(1− αk)(1− αkβ)
(1 + θν)αk
, (58)
σ˜ ≡ σs−1C (59)
and
(1−Φ) ≡
θ − 1
θ
(1− τ¯)
µ¯w
, (60)
as above.
3.2 Second Order Approximation to AS Equation
The starting point is the expression for the sectorial non-linear Phillips Curve,
given by: (
1− αkΠ
θ−1
k,t
(1− αk)
) 1+θν
θ−1
=
Fk,t
Kk,t
. (61)
We define Vk,t as
Vk,t =
1− αkΠ
θ−1
k,t
(1− αk)
. (62)
Applying logs yield the exact approximation:[
1 + θν
θ − 1
]
Vˆk,t = Fˆk,t − Kˆk,t, (63)
where we used the definition (39). Using a second order Taylor expansion over
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Vˆk,t:
Vˆk.t = −
αk(θ − 1)
(1− αk)
(Πk,t)−
1
2
αk(θ − 1)
(1− αk)
2 {(θ − 1)− (1− α)}(Π
2
k,t) +O
3
p. (64)
Using (53), one obtain:
Vˆk.t = −
αk(θ − 1)
(1− αk)
[
pik,t +
1
2
(θ − 1)
(1− αk)
pi2k,t
]
+O3p. (65)
Considering the expression for Kk,t given by (16), define for convenience
Πk,t,s =
Pk,s
Pk,t
, (66)
where s ≥ t is some date in the future and Pk,t the aggregate price level in
sector k in period t. We use a second order Taylor expansion over
Kk,t =
θλ
θ − 1
m−νk Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t µwk,tΠ
θ(ν+1)
k,t,j
Yk,j
ak,j
ν+1
,
yields
K˜k,t = (1− βαk)Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {kˆk,j +
1
2
kˆ2k,j}+O
3
p (67)
where the term kˆk,t can be defined as
kˆk,j = θ(1 + ν)pik,t,j + (1 + ν)Yˆk,j − (1 + ν)aˆk,j + µˆ
w
k,t, (68)
as we have used the relation in (40) for variables Π˜k,t,j, Y˜k,t and a˜k,t. Using the
same relation applied for K˜k,t yields
Kˆk,t +
1
2
Kˆ2k,t = (1− βαk)Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {kˆk,j +
1
2
kˆ2k,j}+O
3
p. (69)
Taking the expression in the text for Fk,t given by (17), we define the net
revenue factor as
Γk,t ≡ 1− τk,t. (70)
Applying (70) and (66) over (17) yields
Fk,t = Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t
Γk,jC
−σ
j Π
θ−1
k,t,jpk,jYk,j . (71)
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We apply a second order Taylor expansion over (17) which yields
F˜k,t = (1− βαk)Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {fˆk,j +
1
2
fˆ2k,j}+O
3
p, (72)
where F˜k,t follows (38) and we define fˆk,t as
fˆk,j = Γˆk,j − σCˆj + Yˆk,j + pˆk,j + (θ − 1)pik,t,j , (73)
where hat variables correspond to their definitions in (39). More explicitly,
Γˆk,t = log
1− τk,t
1− τ¯
(74)
and, as above,
pik,t,j = log
Pk,j
Pk,t
. (75)
Also, from (40), we have
Fˆk,t +
1
2
Fˆ 2k,t = (1− βαk)Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {fˆk,j +
1
2
fˆ2k,j}+O
3
p. (76)
We can subtract (65) from (76) yielding
Fˆk,t − Kˆk,t = (1− βαk)Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {
[
fˆk,j − kˆk,j
]
+
1
2
[
fˆ2k,j − kˆ
2
k,j
]
}+
(77)
−
1
2
{Fˆ 2k,t − Kˆ
2
k,t}+O
3
p.
Also
Fˆk,t + Kˆk,t = (1− βαk)Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {
[
fˆk,j + kˆk,j
]
+
1
2
[
fˆ2k,j + kˆ
2
k,j
]
}+
(78)
−
1
2
{Fˆ 2k,t + Kˆ
2
k,t}+O
3
p.
We can multiply this last expression by (63), which yields:
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Fˆ 2k,t− Kˆ
2
k,t =
[
1 + θν
θ − 1
]
Vˆk,t(1−βαk)Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {
[
fˆk,j + kˆk,j
]
}+O3p. (79)
Replacing this last expression over (77) and (63)
[
1 + θν
θ − 1
]
Vˆk,t = −
1
2
[
1 + θν
θ − 1
]
Vˆk,t(1− βαk)Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {
[
fˆk,j + kˆk,j
]
}+
(80)
+(1− βαk)Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {
[
fˆk,j − kˆk,j
]
+
1
2
[
fˆk,j − kˆk,j
] [
fˆk,j + kˆk,j
]
}+O3p.
Using the definitions for fˆk,t and kˆk,t, we have
fˆk,j − kˆk,j = Γˆk,j − σCˆj − νYˆk,j + pˆk,j − (1 + θν)pik,t,j + (1 + ν)aˆk,j − µˆ
w
k,t,
fˆk,j+kˆk,j = Γˆk,j−σCˆj+(2+ν)Yˆk,j+pˆk,j+[(θ − 1)+θ(1+ν)]pik,t,j−(1+ν)aˆk,j+µˆ
w
k,t,
For convenience, we can also define
fˆk,j + kˆk,j = Xˆk,j + [(θ − 1) + θ(1 + ν)]pik,t,j , (81)
where
Xˆk,j ≡ Γˆk,j − σCˆj + (2 + ν)Yˆk,j + pˆk,j − (1 + ν)aˆk,j + µˆ
w
k,t (82)
and also
fˆk,j − kˆk,j = zk,j − (1 + θν)pik,t,j , (83)
where
zk,j = Γˆk,j − σCˆj − νYˆk,j + pˆk,j + (1 + ν)aˆk,j − µˆ
w
k,t. (84)
Replacing above expressions over (80)
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[
1 + θν
θ − 1
]
Vˆk,t = (1− βαk)Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {[zk,j − (1 + θν)pik,t,j ] +
+
1
2
[zk,j − (1 + θν)pik,t,j ] [Xˆk,j + [(θ − 1) + θ(1 + ν)]pik,t,j ]}
−
1
2
[
1 + θν
θ − 1
]
Vˆk,t(1−βαk)Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {Xˆk,j+[(θ − 1)+θ(1+ν)]pik,t,j}+O
3
p.
Define
Zk,t ≡ Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {
[
Xˆk,j + [(θ − 1) + θ(1 + ν)]pik,t,j
]
}. (85)
We can replace in the expression above and get:
[
1 + θν
θ − 1
]
Vˆk,t = (1− βαk)Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {[zk,j − (1 + θν)pik,t,j ]}+
+
1
2
(1−βαk)Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t [zk,j − (1 + θν)pik,t,j ]
[
Xˆk,j + [(θ − 1) + θ(1 + ν)]pik,t,j
]
}
−
1
2
(1− βαk)
[
1 + θν
θ − 1
]
Vˆk,tZk,t +O
3
p.
Taking the lead, multiplying by αkβ and then subtracting from expression
above yields:
(1 + θν)
(θ − 1)(1− βαk)
[
Vˆk,t − αkβEtVˆk,t+1
]
= Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t {[zk,j − (1 + θν)pik,t,j ]}+
− (αkβ)Et
∞∑
j=t+1
(αkβ)
j−t−1 {[zk,j − (1 + θν)pik,t+1,j ]}+
+
1
2
Et
∞∑
j=t
(αkβ)
j−t
[zk,j − (1 + θν)pik,t,j ]
[
Xˆk,j + [(θ − 1) + θ(1 + ν)]pik,t,j
]
}+
−(αkβ)
1
2
Et
∞∑
j=t+1
(αkβ)
j−t−1 [zk,j − (1 + θν)pik,t+1,j ]
[
Xˆk,j + [(θ − 1) + θ(1 + ν)]pik,t+1,j
]
}+
−
1
2
[
1 + θν
θ − 1
] [
Vˆk,tZk,t − αkβEtVˆk,t+1Zk,t+1
]
+O3p.
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Using the facts that pik,t,t = 0, pik,t,j − pik,t+1,j = pik,t,t+1 = pik,t+1 and also
that
pi2k,t+1,j − pi
2
k,t,j = pi
2
k,t+1 − 2pik,t+1pik,t,j , (86)
one gets
(1 + θν)
(θ − 1)(1− βαk)
[
Vˆk,t − αkβEtVˆk,t+1
]
= zk,t−[1+θν]
αkβ
(1− αkβ)
Etpik,t+1+
1
2
{zk,tXˆk,t}+
+
1
2
(αkβ)Et
∞∑
j=t+1
(αkβ)
j−t−1 {zk,j [(θ − 1)+θ(1+ν)](pik,t+1)−[1+θν](pik,t+1)Xˆk,j+
+ [1 + θν][(θ − 1) + θ(1 + θν)](pi2k,t+1 − 2pik,t+1pik,t,j)}+
−
1
2
1 + θν
θ − 1
[
Vˆk,tZk,t − αkβEtVˆk,t+1Zk,t+1
]
+O3p.
Noticing that
pik,t,j = pik,t+1 + pik,t+1,j ,
expression above simplifies to
(1 + θν)
(θ − 1)(1− βαk)
[
Vˆk,t − αkβEtVˆk,t+1
]
= zk,t−(1+θν)
αkβ
(1− αkβ)
Etpik,t+1+
1
2
zk,tXˆk,t+
−
1
2
(1 + θν)[(θ − 1) + θ(1 + ν)]
αkβ
(1− αkβ)
Etpi
2
k,t+1
+
1
2
[(θ − 1)+θ(1+ν)] (αkβ) (pik,t+1)Et
∞∑
j=t+1
(αkβ)
j−t−1 {zk,j−(1+θν)(pik,t+1,j)}
−
1
2
(1+θν) (αkβ) (pik,t+1)Et
∞∑
j=t+1
(αkβ)
j−t−1 {Xˆk,j+[(θ − 1)+θ(1+ν)](pik,t+1,j)}
−
1
2
[
1 + θν
θ − 1
] [
Vˆk,tZk,t − αkβEtVˆk,t+1Zk,t+1
]
+O3p.
Using the definition for Zk,t, expression simplifies to
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(1 + θν)
(θ − 1)(1− βαk)
[
Vˆk,t − αkβEtVˆk,t+1
]
= zk,t−(1+θν)
αkβ
(1− αkβ)
Etpik,t+1+
1
2
zk,tXˆk,t
−
1
2
(1 + θν)[(θ − 1) + θ(1 + ν)]
αkβ
(1− αkβ)
Etpi
2
k,t+1
+
1
2
(1 + θν)[(θ − 1) + θ(1 + ν)]
αkβ
(θ − 1)(1− βαk)
Et
[
Vˆk,t+1pik,t+1
]
−
1
2
(1+θν) (αkβ)Et[pik,t+1Zk,t+1]−
1
2
(1 + θν)
(θ − 1)
[
Vˆk,tZk,t − αkβEtVˆk,t+1Zk,t+1
]
+O3p,
where we have used the fact that, from (80) and from the definition of fˆk,t−kˆk,t:
(1 + θν)
(θ − 1)(1− βαk)
Vˆk,t(pik,t+1) = (pik,t+1)Et
∞∑
j=t+1
(αkβ)
j−t−1 {zk,j−(1+θν)(pik,t,j)}+O
3
p.
(87)
We can use the definition for Vˆk,t in (65) and replace above, also discharging
the terms O3p or of higher order.
− κ−1k
[
pik,t +
1
2
(θ − 1)
(1− αk)
pi2k,t − αkβEtpik,t+1 −
1
2
(θ − 1)
(1− αk)
αkβEtpi
2
k,t+1
]
=
zk,t +
1
2
zk,tXˆk,t − (1 + θν)
αkβ
(1− αkβ)
Etpik,t+1+
−
1
2
[(θ − 1) + θ(1 + ν)]
β
κk
Etpi
2
k,t+1+
−
1
2
(1 + θν) (αkβ)Et[pik,t+1Zk,t+1]+
+
1
2
(1 + θν)αk
(1− αk)
[pik,tZk,t − αkβEt[pik,t+1Zk,t+1]] +O
3
p,
where we have defined κk as
κk =
(1− αk)(1− αkβ)
(1 + θν)αk
. (88)
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Further simplification yields
− κ−1k pik,t −
1
2
κ−1k
(θ − 1)
(1− αk)
pi2k,t −
1
2
(1 + θν)αk
(1− αk)
pik,tZk,t
= zk,t +
1
2
zk,tXˆk,t − κ
−1
k βEtpik,t+1
−
1
2
κ−1k {
(θ − 1)
(1− αk)
+ θ(1 + ν)}βEtpi
2
k,t+1
−
1
2
(1 + θν)αk
(1− αk)
βEt[pik,t+1Zk,t+1] +O
3
p.
Multiplying both sides for −κk allow us to write above expression as
Vk,t = −κk{zk,t +
1
2
zk,tXˆk,t}+
θ(1 + ν)
2
pi2k,t + βEtVk,t+1 +O
3
p. (89)
where:
Vk,t = pik,t +
1
2
{
(θ − 1)
(1− αk)
+ θ(1 + ν)}pi2k,t +
1
2
κkαk
(1− αk)
[pik,tZk,t] (90)
and zk,t, Xˆk,t and Zk,t are give, respectively, by (84), (82), (85). A second order
Taylor expansion of log(1 − τk,t) allows us to relate (74) with the original tax
rate variables:
log(1− τk,t) = log(1− τ¯)−
τ¯
1− τ¯
τ˜k,t −
1
2
τ¯2
(1− τ¯)2
τ˜2k,t +O
3
p,
Γˆk,t = −δτˆk,t −
δ
(1− τ¯)
1
2
τˆ2k,t +O
3
p,
where
δ =
τ¯
1− τ¯
. (91)
Also, a log-linearization of
Ct = Yt −Gt
yields
Cˆt = s
−1
C Yˆt−s
−1
C Gˆt+
1
2
s−1C (1−s
−1
C )Yˆ
2
t −
1
2
s−1C (1+s
−1
C )Gˆ
2
t+s
−2
C YˆtGˆt+O
3
p, (92)
where
sC = C¯/Y¯ .
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Using both results, one can redefine zk,t and Xˆk,t as:
Xˆk,t = −δτˆk,t −
1
2
δ
(1− τ¯)
τˆ2k,t + (2 + ν)Yˆk,t + pˆk,t − (1 + ν)aˆk,t + µˆ
w
k,t(93)
−σ˜{Yˆt − Gˆt +
1
2
(1− s−1C )Y
2
t + s
−1
C YˆtGˆt}+ tips+O
3
p,
and
zk,t = −δτˆk,t −
1
2
δ
(1− τ¯)
τˆ2k,t − νYˆk,t + pˆk,t + (1 + ν)aˆk,t − µˆ
w
k,t (94)
−σ˜{Yˆt − Gˆt +
1
2
(1− s−1C )Y
2
t + s
−1
C YˆtGˆt}+ tips+O
3
p,
where σ˜ is defined as in (59) and also noting that pˆk,t relates to sectorial and
aggregate outputs following
pˆk,t = η
−1(Yˆt − Yˆk,t).
Finally, (89) can be generally expressed as
Vk,t = Et0
∞∑
j=t
βj−t{−κk[zk,t +
1
2
zk,tXˆk,t] +
θ(1 + ν)
2
pi2k,t}+ tips+O
3
p (95)
where Vk,t is defined in (90), Xˆk,t in (93) and zk,t in (94). One could finally
note that a first order approximation to (63) yields the known Phillips Curve
of the form:
pik,t = κk{(σ˜ − η
−1)Yˆt + (ν + η
−1)Yˆk,t + δτˆk,t (96)
−σ˜Gˆt − (1 + ν)aˆk,t + µˆ
w
k,t}+ βEtpik,t+1 +O
2
p.
3.3 Second Order Approximation to the Budget Constraint
We approximate the intertemporal government budget restriction by a second
order Taylor expansion. We take the definition of government’s intertemporal
budget constraint in the text
Wt = Et
∞∑
j=t
βj−tC−σj sj , (97)
where Wt is defined as
23
Wt =
C−σt
Πt
b∗t−1, (98)
and b∗t as the real value at maturity of government debt in terms of one-period
riskless bond, or b∗t = Rtbt, and st is given by
st =
K∑
k=1
τk,tpk,tYk,t −Gt. (99)
Expanding (97) yields:
W˜t = (1− β)Et
∞∑
j=t
βj−t{−σC˜t + s˜t +
1
2
σ(σ + 1)C˜2t − σC˜ts˜t}+O
3
p, (100)
where tilde variables are defined in (38) and where we have used the relation
W¯ =
C¯−σ s¯
1− β
. (101)
We can use relation (40) in order to simplify equation above to:
W˜t = (1− β)Et
∞∑
j=t
βj−t{−σCˆ + s˜t +
1
2
σ−2Cˆ2t − σCˆs˜t}+O
3
p, (102)
where hat variables are defined as in (39). In this sense, W˜t can be defined in
terms of log variables using the relation given (40). Using logs over (98), Wˆt
can be defined as:
Wˆt = bˆ
∗
t−1 − σCˆt − pit, (103)
where hat variables are defined as log deviations from steady state levels. Once
W˜ = Wˆ +
1
2
Wˆ +O3p, (104)
holds, we have:
W˜t = bˆ
∗
t−1 − σCˆt − pit +
1
2
(bˆ∗t−1 − σCˆt − pit)
2 +O3p. (105)
We should also define s˜t in terms of log deviations from steady state levels.
Taking a second order Taylor expansion over (99) yields:
sds˜t =
K∑
k=1
mkτ¯ [(τˆk+ pˆk,t+ Yˆk,t)+
1
2
(τˆk+ pˆk,t+ Yˆk,t)
2]−Gˆt−
1
2
Gˆ2t +O
3
p, (106)
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where hat variables are log deviations from steady state values and we have used
the relation in (40) for τ˜k,t, Y˜k,t and G˜t as well as Y¯k = mkY¯ . The term sd is
defined as
sd ≡
s¯
Y¯
, (107)
where
s¯ =
K∑
k=1
τ¯ Y¯k − G¯ = τ¯ Y¯ − G¯. (108)
Finally, for mathematical convenience, we choose to redefine (102) by mul-
tiplying both sides by sd:
W˜t0 ≡ sdW˜t = (1− β)Et
∞∑
j=t
βj−t{−σsdCˆ + sds˜t +
1
2
σ−2Cˆ2t − σCˆsds˜t}+O
3
p.
(109)
Hence, the second order approximation for the intertemporal budget con-
straint can be obtained by replacing (92), (105), (106) into (109). One can
notice that a first order approximation yields:
bˆ∗t−1 − σ˜(Yˆt − Gˆt)− pit =
(1− β)Et
∞∑
j=t
βj−t{s−1d
K∑
k=1
mkτ¯ [τˆk + pˆk,t + Yˆk,t]+
+ (σ˜ − s−1d )Gˆt − σ˜Yˆt}+ tips+O
2
p,
where, as underlined elsewhere, pˆk,t is a function of sectorial and overall outputs
and σ˜ and sd are, respectively, defined in (59) and (107).
3.4 Aggregate and Sectorial Output Relation
Sectorial demand expressed in,
pηk,t = mk
Yt
Yk,t
, (110)
when log-linearized, yields
pˆk,t = η
−1(Yˆt − Yˆk,t). (111)
which establishes an exact (inverse) relation between sector relative price and
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sector relative product. Also, by substituting (110) and
pk,t =
Πk,t
Πt
pk,t−1 (112)
over
Π1−ηt =
K∑
k=1
mk (Πk,tpk,t−1)
1−η , (113)
one gets
Y
(η−1)/η
t =
K∑
k=1
m
1/η
k Y
(η−1)/η
k,t , (114)
which relates aggregate and sectorial outputs. Log linearization of (114) yields
Yˆt +
1
2
(1− η−1)Yˆ 2t =
K∑
k=1
mkYˆk,t +
1
2
(1− η−1)
K∑
k=1
mkYˆ
2
k,t +O
3
p. (115)
4 Appendix D - Elimination of Linear Terms
4.1 Matrix Notation
We start by defining
x′t =
[
Yˆt Yˆ1,t ... YˆK,t pi1,t ... piK,t τˆ1,t ... τˆK,t
]
(116)
and
ξ′t =
[
Gˆt aˆ1,t ... aˆK,t µˆ
w
1,t ... µˆ
w
K,t
]
. (117)
For notational convenience, we also define the following terms:
υ ≡ 1 + ν, (118)
ωη ≡ 1− η
−1, (119)
χ ≡ ν + η−1, (120)
σ˜ ≡ σs−1C , (121)
ς ≡ σ˜ − η−1, (122)
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δ ≡
τ¯
1− τ¯
(123)
and
1− s−1C = −
Y¯ − C¯
C¯
≡ −ωC , (124)
in addition to the terms defined elsewhere:
sC ≡ C¯/Y¯ , (125)
sd ≡ s¯/Y¯ . (126)
Using the definitions above, expression in (56) can be written in matrix notation
as
Ut0 ≡ ΩEt0
∞∑
t=t0
βt−t0{A′xxt −
1
2
x′tAxxxt − x
′
tAξξt}+ tips+O
3
p, (127)
where Ax, Axx, and Aξ are, respectively, (3K+1)×1, (3K+1)× (3K+1) and
(3K + 1)× (2K + 1) matrices, such as:
A′x =
[
1 −m1(1−Φ) ... −mK(1−Φ) 0 ... 0 0 ... 0
]
, (128)
Axx =

A11xx 0 0 0
0 A22xx 0 0
0 0 A33xx 0
0 0 0 0
 , (129)
where A11xx is a 1× 1 matrix such as
A11xx = −(1− σ˜),
A22xx is a K ×K diagonal matrix such as its typical k
th element is
(
A22xx
)
kk
= mk(1−Φ)υ,
A33xx is a K ×K diagonal matrix such as its typical k
th element is
(
A33xx
)
kk
=
mk(1−Φ)
κk
θ,
and
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Aξ =

A11ξ 0 0
0 A22ξ 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
 , (130)
where
A11ξ = −σ˜
and A22ξ is a K ×K diagonal matrix such as its typical k
th element is
(
A22ξ
)
kk
= −mk(1−Φ)υ,
and where we have observed the following definitions:
Ω ≡ C¯−σY¯ ,
κk ≡
(1− αk)(1− αkβ)
(1 + θν)αk
,
(1−Φ) ≡
θ − 1
θ
(1− τ¯)
µ¯w
.
The Sectorial Phillips Curve expressed in (95) can also be written in matrix
notation. We start by substituting expressions for pˆk,t into definitions for zk,t
and Xˆk,t, underlined in (94) and (93). Our aim is to separate quadratic and
linear terms. Quadratic and linear terms of random disturbances are placed
into tips. After some manipulation one obtains:
Vk,t0 = Et0
∞∑
j=t0
βj−t0{C′x,kxt +
1
2
x′tCxx,kxt + x
′
tCξ,kξt}+ tips+O
3
p, (131)
for a generic sector k. As in (127), matrices Cx,k, Cxx,k, and Cξ,k have, respec-
tively, dimension (3K + 1)× 1, (3K + 1)× (3K + 1) and (3K + 1)× (2K + 1),
such as:
C′x,k =
[
C11′x,k C
12′
x,k 0 C
14′
x,k
]
, (132)
where C11′x,k is 1× 1 matrix such as
C11′x,k = κkς
every k, C12′x,k is 1×K matrix such as(
C12′x,k
)
1k
= κkχ
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and zeros elsewhere, C14′x,k is 1×K matrix such as(
C14′x,k
)
1k
= κkδ
and zeros elsewhere; and
Cxx.k =

C11xx.k C
12
xx.k 0 C
14
xx.k
C21xx.k C
22
xx.k 0 C
24
xx.k
0 0 C33xx.k 0
C41xx.k C
42
xx.k 0 C
44
xx.k
 (133)
such that C11xx,k is 1× 1 matrix
C11xx,k = −κk[σ˜ωC + ς
2]
for every k, C12xx,k is 1×K matrix such that(
C12xx,k
)
1k
= κkςωη
and zeros elsewhere, all k, and C12′xx,k = C
21
xx,k; C
14
xx,k is 1×K matrix, such as(
C14xx,k
)
1k
= −κkςδ
and zero otherwise, for all k, and C41xx,k = C
14′
xx,k; C
22
xx,k is K×K diagonal matrix
such that, all k, (
C22xx,k
)
kk
= χκk(υ + ωη)
C33xx,k is K ×K diagonal matrix such that, for all k,(
C33xx,k
)
kk
= θυ
C24xx,k is K ×K diagonal matrix such as(
C24xx,k
)
kk
= κkδωη
all k, C44xx,k is K ×K diagonal matrix such as(
C44xx,k
)
kk
= κkδ
for every k, and C42xx,k = C
24′
xx,k. Also, matrix Cξ,k can be defined as
Cξ,k =

C11ξ,k 0 0
C21ξ,k C
22
ξ,k C
23
ξ,k
0 0 0
C41ξ,k 0 0
 (134)
where C11ξ,k is 1× 1 matrix, such that
C11ξ,k = κk[ωC + σ˜ + ωη]σ˜
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for every k; C21ξ,k is a K × 1 matrix, such as(
C21ξ,k
)
1k
= −κkωησ˜
and zero elsewhere, C22ξ,k is K ×K diagonal matrix such that(
C22ξ,k
)
kk
= −κkυ
2
and zero elsewhere, C23ξ,k is K ×K diagonal matrix such that(
C23ξ,k
)
kk
= κkυ
and zero otherwise, C41ξ,k is K × 1 matrix such that(
C41ξ,k
)
k1
= κkδσ˜
−1
and zero elsewhere. We recall the definition for δ as
δ ≡
τ¯
1− τ¯
in addition to the definitions from (118) to (126).
The government budget constraint can also be simplified in matrix notation.
Taking expression given in (102), we eliminate references for pˆk,t, and replace Cˆt
and s˜t for their expressions in terms of endogenous variables xt and exogenous
processes ξt. Grouping linear and quadratic terms, yields:
W˜t0 = (1− β)Et0
∞∑
j=t0
βj−t0{B′xxt +
1
2
x′tBxxxt + x
′
tBξξt}+ tips+O
3
p (135)
where, as in (127) and (131), matrices Bx, Bxx, and Bξ are, respectively, of
dimensions (3K +1)× 1, (3K +1)× (3K +1) and (3K +1)× (K +1), such as:
B′x =
[
−σ˜sd + τ¯ η
−1 ωηm1τ¯ ... ωηmK τ¯ 0 ... 0 m1τ¯ ... mK τ¯
]
,
(136)
Bxx =

B11xx B
12
xx 0 B
14
xx
B21xx B
22
xx 0 B
24
xx
0 0 0 0
B41xx B
42
xx 0 B
44
xx
 , (137)
such as B11xx is 1× 1 matrix such as
B11xx = σ˜sd(ωC + σ˜)− ςη
−1τ¯ ,
for every k, B12xx is 1×K matrix such as
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(
B12xx
)
1k
= −ςωηmkτ¯ ,
every k, B12′xx = B
21
xx, B
14
xx is 1×K matrix, such as(
B14xx
)
1k
= −ςmkτ¯ ,
every k, B41xx = C
14′
xx ; B
22
xx is K ×K diagonal matrix that(
B22xx
)
kk
= ω2ηmkτ¯ ,
every k, B24xx is K ×K diagonal matrix such as(
B24xx
)
kk
= ωηmkτ¯ ,
every k, and B42xx = B
24′
xx ; and B
44
xx is a is K ×K diagonal matrix, such that(
B44xx
)
kk
= mkτ¯ ,
every k. Also:
Bξ =

B11ξ 0 0
B21ξ 0 0
0 0 0
B41ξ 0 0
 , (138)
where B11ξ is a 1× 1 matrix such that
B11ξ = σ˜η
−1τ¯ − σ˜sd(s
−1
C − σ˜),
for every k, B21ξ is a K × 1 matrix such that(
B21ξ
)
k1
= σ˜ωηmkτ¯ ,
every k, B41ξ is a K × 1 matrix such as(
B41ξ
)
k1
= σ˜mkτ¯ ,
every k.
Finally, (115) can be expressed in matrix notation as
0 =
∞∑
j=t
βj−t{H ′xxt +
1
2
x′tHxxxt}+O
3
p (139)
where we have used the fact that the definition for aggregate output in terms of
its sectorial counterparts expressed in (115) is valid at all dates. Matrices Hx
and Hxx have, respectively, dimension (3K + 1)× 1 and (3K + 1)× (3K + 1),
such as:
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H ′x =
[
1 −m1 ... −mK 0 ... 0 0 ... 0
]
, (140)
Hxx = ωη

1 0 0 0
0 H22xx 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , (141)
where H22xx is a K ×K diagonal matrix such as(
H22xx
)
kk
= −mk,
for every k.
4.2 Elimination of Linear Terms
In order to eliminate linear terms in (127), we need to find a set a multipliers
ϑ1C , ..., ϑ
K
C , ϑB, ϑH , such as
ϑ1CC
1′
x + ...+ ϑ
K
C C
K′
x + ϑBB
′
x + ϑHH
′
x = A
′
x (142)
By solving the linear system of equations, one gets the following set of solu-
tion:
ϑB = −
Φ
Υ
(143)
ϑH = 1− Ξ
Φ
Υ
(144)
and, for every k,
ϑkC =
mk(1− τ¯)
κk
Φ
Υ
(145)
where we have used the fact that τ¯ = τ¯k, all k, and defined:
Φ ≡ 1−
θ − 1
θ
(1− τ¯)
µ¯w
,
Υ ≡ (ς + χ)(1− τ¯) + σ˜sd − τ¯ , (146)
Ξ ≡ ς(1− τ¯) + σ˜sd − τ¯ η
−1 (147)
and where sd stand for
sd ≡
s¯
Y¯
.
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Hence, using relations (127), (131), (135), (139) and (142) one can write:
Et0
∞∑
j=t0
βj−t0A′xxt = Et0
∞∑
j=t0
βj−t0 [
K∑
k=1
ϑkCC
k′
x + ϑBB
′
x + ϑHH
′
x]xt (148)
= −Et0
∞∑
j=t0
βj−t0{
1
2
x′tDxxxt + x
′
tDξξt}+
K∑
k=1
ϑkCVk,t0 +
ϑBW˜t0
(1− β)
where
Dxx =
K∑
k=1
ϑkCCxx,k + ϑBBxx + ϑHHxx
and
Dξ =
K∑
k=1
ϑkCC
k
ξ + ϑBBξ
We use this last relations in order to rewrite (127)
Ut0 = ΩEt0
∞∑
t=t0
βt−t0{A′xxt −
1
2
x′tAxxxt − x
′
tAξξt}+ tips+O
3
p (149)
as
Ut0 = −ΩEt0
∞∑
t=t0
βt−t0{
1
2
x′t[Axx +Dxx]xt + x
′
t[Aξ +Dξ]ξt}+
+
K∑
k=1
ϑkCVk,t0 +
ϑBW˜t0
(1− β)
+ tips+O3p
Ut0 ≡ −ΩEt0
∞∑
t=t0
βt−t0{
1
2
x′tQxxxt + x
′
tQξξt}+ Tt0 + tips+O
3
p (150)
where
Tt0 = Ω{
K∑
k=1
ϑkCVk,t0 +
ϑBW˜t0
(1− β)
} (151)
is a vector of predetermined variables and where Qxx and Qξ can be defined,
respectively, as
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Qxx =

Q11xx Q
12
xx 0 Q
14
xx
Q21xx Q
22
xx 0 Q
24
xx
0 0 Q33xx 0
Q41xx Q
42
xx 0 Q
44
xx
 , (152)
where Q11xx is a 1× 1 matrix such as
Q11xx = −(1− σ˜)− [σ˜ωC + ς
2](1− τ¯)
Φ
Υ
+
−
Φ
Υ
[σ˜sd(ωC + σ˜)− ςη
−1τ¯ ] + (1− Ξ
Φ
Υ
)ωη,
Q22xx is a K ×K diagonal matrix such as, for a generic k diagonal element,
(
Q22xx
)
kk
=mk{(1−Φ)υ + χ(υ + ωη)(1− τ¯)
Φ
Υ
− ω2η τ¯
Φ
Υ
− (1− Ξ
Φ
Υ
)ωη},
Q33xx is a K ×K diagonal matrix such as, for a generic k diagonal element,
(
Q33xx
)
kk
= θκ−1k mk{(1−Φ) +
Φ
Υ
(1− τ¯)υ},
Q44xx is a K ×K null matrix, once(
Q44xx
)
kk
= −
Φ
Υ
mk(1− τ¯)δ +
Φ
Υ
mkτ¯ = 0,
Q12xx a 1×K such as its typical k
th-column element is
(
Q12xx
)
1k
=
Φ
Υ
ςωηmk,
and Q21xx = Q
12′
xx ; Q
14
xx a 1×K null matrix once, for any k
th-column element,
(
Q14xx
)
1k
=
Φ
Υ
ςmk{(1− τ¯)δ − τ¯} = 0,
and Q41xx = Q
14′
xx ; and, finally, Q
24
xx is a K ×K null matrix such as, for every k
diagonal element,
(
Q24xx
)
kk
=
Φ
Υ
ωη[mk(1− τ¯)δ −mkτ¯ ] = 0,
and Q42xx = Q
24′
xx . In the same fashion, we define the matrix Qξ as
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Qξ =

Q11ξ 0 0
Q21ξ Q
22
ξ Q
23
ξ
0 0 0
Q41ξ 0 0
 , (153)
where Q11ξ is a 1× 1 matrix such as
Q11ξ = −σ˜ + [ωC + σ˜ + ωη]σ˜(1− τ¯)
Φ
Υ
−
Φ
Υ
[σ˜η−1τ¯ − σ˜sd(s
−1
C − σ˜)],
Q22ξ is a K ×K diagonal matrix such as, for a generic k diagonal element,
(
Q22ξ
)
kk
= −mk{(1−Φ)υ +
Φ
Υ
(1− τ¯)υ2},
Q21ξ a K × 1 dimension matrix such as its typical k
th-line element is
(
Q21ξ
)
k1
= −ωησ˜
Φ
Υ
mk(1− τ¯)−
Φ
Υ
σ˜ωηmkτ¯ = −mkωησ˜
Φ
Υ
,
Q23ξ a K ×K diagonal matrix such as its typical k
th-line element is
(
Q23ξ
)
k1
= mk
Φ
Υ
(1− τ¯)υ,
and Q41ξ a K × 1 dimension matrix of null elements once its typical k
th-line
element is given by
(
Q41ξ
)
k1
=
Φ
Υ
σ˜{mk(1− τ¯)δ −mkτ¯} = 0.
As in Benigno and Woodford (2003) and Ferrero (2005), references to sector
tax rates have been eliminated. These are important for welfare considerations
only to the extent they influence the wedge between desired and actual levels of
sectorial and aggregate outputs. Only references to sectorial inflation measures,
sectorial and aggregate outputs remain, which imply (150) can be simplified
further by getting rid-off tax rates references and by separating terms referring
to sectorial and overall outputs from references to sectorial inflation. Proceeding
in such fashion yields
Ut0 = −
Ω
2
Et0
∞∑
t=t0
βt−t0{x′y,tQ˜yxy,t+2x
′
y,tQ˜ξξt+x
′
pi,tQ˜pixpi,t}+Tt0 + tips+O
3
p,
(154)
where xy,t is a K + 1 × 1 vector containing only references to aggregate and
sectorial outputs measures, or
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x′y,t =
[
Yˆt Yˆ1,t ... YˆK,t
]
,
xpi,t is a K × 1 vector containing only sectorial inflation measures, or
x′pi,t =
[
pi1,t ... piK,t
]
,
and Q˜y, Q˜ξ and Q˜pi are given, respectively, by:
Q˜y =
[
Q11xx Q
12
xx
Q21xx Q
22
xx
]
,
Q˜pi =
[
Q33xx
]
,
Q˜ξ =
[
Q11ξ 0 0
Q21ξ Q
22
ξ Q
23
ξ
]
,
where accurate specifications for submatrices Qijxx and Q
ij
ξ are given in (152)
and (153). From (154), we now focus on the term
x′y,tQ˜yxy,t = qyY
2
t +
K∑
k=1
mkqykY
2
k,t + 2
K∑
k=1
mkqy,ykYtYk,t, (155)
where q terms are defined according to
qy = −(1−σ˜)−[σ˜ωC+ς
2](1−τ¯)
Φ
Υ
−
Φ
Υ
[σ˜sd(ωC+σ˜)−ςη
−1τ¯ ]+(1−Ξ
Φ
Υ
)ωη, (156)
qyk = (1−Φ)υ + χ(υ + ωη)(1− τ¯)
Φ
Υ
− ω2η τ¯
Φ
Υ
− (1− Ξ
Φ
Υ
)ωη, (157)
qy,yk =
Φ
Υ
ςωη. (158)
Under the assumption that wage markups is steady state as well as markups
over marginal costs are the same across sectors (µ¯wk = µ¯
w and θk = θ) , q
coefficients are all independent of k. We use the following proposition in order
to simplify (155) further:
Proposition 1 The following expression relating sum of sectorial output vari-
ances and covariances of sectorial outputs and aggregate output is of third order:
Yˆt
K∑
k=1
mkYˆk,t −
K∑
k=1
mkYˆ
2
k,t = O
3
p.
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Proof. On one hand, from (114)
Yˆt −
K∑
k=1
mkYˆk,t =
(1− η−1)
2
(
K∑
k=1
mkYˆ
2
k,t − Yˆ
2
t ) +O
3
p. (159)
On the other hand, from the definition of sectorial demand it is possible to
establish the following exact relation:
pˆk,t = η
−1(Yˆt − Yˆk,t). (160)
Summing across sectors yields:
K∑
k=1
mkpˆk,t = η
−1(Yˆt −
K∑
k=1
mkYˆk,t). (161)
From the definition of aggregate price level in terms of sectorial prices:
1 =
K∑
k=1
mkp
1−η
k,t . (162)
Log-approximation on (162) yields:
K∑
k=1
mkpˆk,t =
1
2
(1− η)
K∑
k=1
mkpˆ
2
k,t +O
3
p.
One can use (160) and (161) in order to replace for pˆk,t, which yields:
Yˆt −
K∑
k=1
mkYˆk,t = −
(1− η−1)
2
(Yˆ 2t − 2Yˆt
K∑
k=1
mkYˆk,t +
K∑
k=1
mkYˆ
2
k,t) +O
3
p. (163)
Comparing (159) and (163) yields the result.
Given proposition above, (155) is equivalent to:
x′y,tQ˜yxy,t = qyY
2
t + q
′
yk
K∑
k=1
mkY
2
k,t +O
3
p, (164)
where:
q′yk = qyk + 2qy,yk .
We now focus on the second term of (154), containing the interactions be-
tween endogenous variables and exogenous processes:
x′y,tQ˜ξξt = qyGYˆtGˆt + qykG
K∑
k=1
mkYk,tGˆt +
K∑
k=1
mkYˆk,t[qykak aˆk,t + qykµk µˆk,t].
(165)
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where coefficients defined as
qyG = −σ˜ + [ωC + σ˜ + ωη]σ˜(1− τ¯)
Φ
Υ
−
Φ
Υ
σ˜[η−1τ¯ − sd(s
−1
C − σ˜)], (166)
qykak = −(1−Φ)υ −
Φ
Υ
(1− τ¯)υ2, (167)
qykG = −ωησ˜
Φ
Υ
, (168)
qykµk =
Φ
Υ
(1− τ¯)υ (169)
are all independent of sector-specific characteristics.
Proposition 2 The following expression is, at least, of second order:
Yˆt −
K∑
k=1
mkYˆk,t = O
2
p.
Proof. Follows directly from (115).
From above, the following holds:
Proposition 3 The following expression holds:
[Yˆt −
K∑
k=1
mkYk,t]Gˆt = O
3
p.
Proof. From proposition above plus the fact that all exogenous processes are
O1p.
From (165), one can use above to get:
x′y,tQ˜ξξt =
K∑
k=1
mkYk,t[q
′
ykGGˆt + qykak aˆk,t + qykµk µˆk,t] +O
3
p, (170)
where
q′ykG = qyG + qykG.
We now focus our attention on (164). The following lemma can help us
simplify the expression even further.
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Proposition 4 The following expression is of third order:
Yˆ 2t −
K∑
k=1
mkYˆ
2
k,t = O
3
p.
Proof. From the first proposition:
Yˆt
K∑
k=1
mkYˆk,t −
K∑
k=1
mkYˆ
2
k,t = O
3
p. (171)
From the second proposition:
Yˆt −
K∑
k=1
mkYˆk,t = O
2
p. (172)
Replacing (172) over (171) yields:
Yˆ 2t −
K∑
k=1
mkYˆ
2
k,t = O
3
p,
once we notice that YˆtO
2
p is O
3
p.
From (164):
x′y,tQ˜yxy,t = qy[Y
2
t −
K∑
k=1
mkY
2
k,t] + [q
′
yk + qy]
K∑
k=1
mkY
2
k,t (173)
Applying the last Proposition above:
x′y,tQ˜yxy,t = q
′′
yk
K∑
k=1
mkY
2
k,t +O
3
p, (174)
where
q′′yk = q
′
yk + qy.
Replacing (170) and (174) over (154) yields the expression for the second
order approximation for the utility function:
Ut0 = −
Ω
2
Et0
∞∑
t=t0
βt−t0{λyk
K∑
k=1
mky
2
k,t +
K∑
k=1
mkλk,pipi
2
k,t}+ Tt0 + tips+O
3
p,
where
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yk,t = Yˆk,t − Yˆ
∗
k,t
and
−Yˆ ∗k,t = λ
−1
yk [(qyG + qykG)Gˆt + qykak aˆk,t + qykµk µˆk,t] (175)
all k, and, most importantly,
λyk ≡ qyk + 2qy,yk + qy, (176)
λk,pi ≡ θκ
−1
k {(1−Φ) +
Φ
Υ
(1− τ¯)υ} (177)
while terms such as qyk , qy , and qy,yk are defined from (156) to (158) and terms
such as qyG, qykG, qykak and qykµk are defined from (166) to (169).
5 Appendix E - Concavity
The concavity properties of the second order quadratic approximation for the
utility function depend largely on the parameter values chosen. We are partic-
ular interested in determining the set of conditions that allow the second order
approximation to yield a unique solution to the approximated Ramsey problem.
Sufficient condition for concavity can be obtained if λ-coefficients defined in the
last section are positive. We start out by considering the coefficients of sectorial
inflation:
λk,pi = θκ
−1
k mk{(1− Φ) +
Φ
Υ
(1− τ¯)υ} > 0,
all k, which holds if
(1−Φ) +
Φ
Υ
(1− τ¯)υ > 0.
The terms 1−Φ and 1− τ¯ will always be positive provided a upper bound for
tax rates in steady state. Considering also the implausibility of negative values
for the inverse of Frisch elasticity, then υ > 0. Φ is bounded bellow by τ¯ , which
is always great than zero. A sufficient condition for λk,pi > 0 is having a set of
parameter values such as Υ > 0, or
(ς + χ)(1− τ¯) + σ˜sd > τ¯,
which will always hold provided tax rates are not excessively high and once we
consider that ν, σ˜ and sd are all positive.
Having considered the conditions upon which the coefficients over inflation
variance are positive, we turn now to the conditions that ensure that the coeffi-
cients over sectorial output variances are also positive. We carry out a numerical
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analysis of the sensibility of values of λyk under the baseline calibration, largely
based of Rotemberge and Woodford (1998), Benigno and Woodford (2003) and
Ferrero (2005). That is characterized by: a wage markup in steady state (µ¯k)
of 5%, a λ set to .98, a within sector elasticity of substitution (θ) of 10, a gov-
ernment expenses over GDP (G¯/Y¯ ) of 25%, β of 99%, which corresponds to
steady state interest rate of 4.1% year, a government primary surplus over GDP
(s¯) of 2.5%, a Frisch elasticity of labor supply (ν) of .47, a coefficient of risk
aversion (σ) of 2 and a cross-sector elasticity of substitution (η) of 4.5. The two
graphs below present sufficient conditions for concavity (i.e.: λyk > 0) of the
linear-quadratic approximation to the utility function as some key parameter
values change. In the first graph we contrast different values for the elasticity
of substitution across sectors with steady state tax rate levels, while keeping
the other parameters confined to the basic calibration. Steady state taxation
level is confined between 5% to 50% of GDP, for a constant primary surplus of
2.5%. One should note that either changes in steady state taxation levels nor
changes in the elasticity of substitution across sectors affect sufficient conditions
for concavity in a significant extent. Concavity fails only when η is close to zero.
Figure1: Sufficient Conditions for Concavity as a function of Cross-Sector
Elasticity of Substitution and Steady State Tax Rate.
The following graph explores sufficient conditions for concavity for a variety
of different values on the degree of risk aversion and on the elasticity of sub-
stitution across-sectors, while we fix the steady state tax rate level at 25% of
GDP and a primary surplus of 2.5%. Other parameter values equal those of
the baseline calibration. Concavity of utility function is attained for reason-
able parameters of risk aversion and substitution elasticity amongst goods from
different sectors.
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Figure 2: Sufficient Conditions for Concavity as a function of Cross-Sector
Elasticity of Substitution and Risck Aversion
6 Appendix F - Log-linear Approximation of Re-
strictions
6.1 Definition of Target Variables
Explicitly using the assumption that sector specific tax rates as well as wage
markups in steady state are the same across sectors, we can define the target
level of aggregate output using (175):
−Yˆ ∗k,t = λ
−1
yk [(qyG + qykG)Gˆt + qykak aˆk,t + qykµk µˆk,t], (178)
and
−Yˆ ∗t = λ
−1
yk [(qyG + qykG)Gˆt + qykak aˆt + qykµk µˆt] (179)
where coefficients q are defined elsewhere and a¯t and µ¯t are respectively defined
as:
aˆt =
K∑
k=1
mkaˆk,t
and
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µˆwt =
K∑
k=1
mkµˆ
w
k,t.
6.2 Aggregate supply and cost-push disturbance term
We take the first order terms of AS equation in (95), valid for all k.
pik,t = κk{(σ˜ − η
−1)Yˆt + (ν + η
−1)Yˆk,t + δτˆk,t
−σ˜Gˆt − (1 + ν)aˆk,t + µˆ
w
k,t}+ βEtpik,t+1 +O
2
p.
Adding and subtracting, respectively, the terms referring to overall and sec-
torial output targets with the appropriate coefficients yield
pik,t = κk{(σ˜−η
−1)yt+(ν+η
−1)yk,t+δ(τˆk,t− τˆ
∗
k,t)}+βEtpik,t+1+uk,t, (180)
for every k, where the definition for the cost-push term uk,t is given by
uk,t = κk[1− (ν + η
−1)λ−1yk qykµk ]µˆ
w
k,t (181)
and
−δτˆ∗k,t = −[(σ˜ + ν)λ
−1
yk (qyG + qykG) + σ˜]Gˆt − (σ˜ − η
−1)λ−1yk qykµk µˆ
w
t(182)
−(σ˜ − η−1)λ−1yk qykak aˆt − [(ν + η
−1)λ−1yk qykak + (1 + ν)]aˆk,t.
can be understood as the target level for distortive taxation in sector k. Aver-
aging across sectors allows us to determine the generalized aggregate first order
approximation for the AS equation (Phillips Curve), similar to Carvalho (2006).
pit =
K∑
k=1
mkκk{(σ˜−η
−1)yt+(ν+η
−1)yk,t+δ(τˆk,t−τˆ
∗
k,t)+uk,t}+βEtpit+1 (183)
6.3 Budget Constraint and fiscal disturbance term
We start by taking a first order approximation to expression (109), yielding
bˆ∗t−1−σ˜(Yˆt−Gˆt)−pit = (1−β)
∞∑
t=t0
βt−t0{byYˆt+τ¯ s
−1
d
K∑
k=1
mk[τˆk+ωηYˆk,t]+bGGˆt},
(184)
where we have defined for convenience the terms by and bG, respectively, as
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by ≡ s
−1
d τ¯ η
−1 − σ˜,
and
bG ≡ σ˜ − s
−1
d .
Expression (184) can be written in recursive terms. Using the definition
for aggregate output in terms of sectorial outputs and the definitions for target
variables given in (175) and (182), we get:
bˆ∗t−1− b˜yyt−pit+ ζt = (1−β)τ¯ s
−1
d
K∑
k=1
mk(τˆk,t− τˆ
∗
k,t)+βEt[bˆ
∗
t − σ˜yt+1−pit+1],
(185)
where
b˜y ≡ σ˜ + (1− β)(by + τ¯ωηs
−1
d ),
and
ζt ≡ [σ˜− (1− β)bG]Gˆt− b˜yY
∗
t − (1− β)τ¯ s
−1
d
K∑
k=1
mk[τˆ
∗
k,t] + σ˜βEt(Yˆ
∗
t+1− Gˆt+1),
(186)
is a combination of exogenous processes. ζt can be redefining in terms of struc-
tural shocks as
ζt = ω
G
1 Gˆt + ω
a
1aˆt + ω
µ
1 µˆ
w
t − ω
G
2 EtGˆt+1 − ω
a
2Etaˆt+1 − ω
µ
2Etµˆ
w
t+1, (187)
where
ωG1 ≡ σ˜−(1−β)bG+b˜yλ
−1
yk (qyG+qykG)−(1−β)(1−τ¯)s
−1
d [(σ˜+ν)λ
−1
yk (qyG+qykG)+σ˜],
ωG2 ≡ βσ˜[1 + λ
−1
yk
(qyG + qykG)],
ωa1 ≡ b˜yλ
−1
yk qykak − (1− β)(1− τ¯)s
−1
d [(σ˜ + ν)λ
−1
yk qykak + (1 + ν)],
ωa2 ≡ σ˜βλ
−1
yk
qykak ,
ωµ1 ≡ λ
−1
yk qykµk [b˜y − (1− β)(1− τ¯)s
−1
d (σ˜ − η
−1)]
and
ωµ2 ≡ σ˜βλ
−1
yk
qykµk .
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6.4 Aggregate and Sectorial Output Relation
First order approximation to (115) yields:
Yˆt =
K∑
k=1
mkYˆk,t,
which can be redefined in terms of deviation from aggregate and sectorial output
targets, yielding
yt =
K∑
k=1
mkyk,t.
6.5 Euler Equation and Equilibrium Interest Rate
Taking the first order approximation of the Euler equation in the main text
yields
Rˆt = σ˜Et∆Yˆt+1 − σ˜Et∆Gˆt+1 +Etpit+1 +O
2
p,
where we have used the relation in (92) to substitute for Cˆt in terms of Yˆt and
Gˆt. Expressing equilibrium interest rates in terms of aggregate output gap by
using definition in (175), which yields
Rˆt = σ˜Et∆yt+1 +Etpit+1 − σ˜[λ
−1
yk
(qyG + qykG) + 1]Et∆Gˆt+1+
− σ˜λ−1yk qykakEt∆aˆt+1 − σ˜λ
−1
yk qykµkEt∆µˆt+1 +O
2
p,
7 Appendix G - Optimal Solution with Commit-
ment
For simplicity, define:
τˇk,t ≡ τˆk,t − τˆ
∗
k,t.
Setting up the Lagrangian:
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max
{pit,pi1,t,...,pi1,t,
yt,y1,t,...,yK,t
,τˇ1,t,...,τˇK,t,bˆ
∗
t }
1
2
Et0{
∞∑
t=t0
βt−t0{λyk
K∑
k=1
mky
2
k,t +
K∑
k=1
mkλk,pipi
2
k,t+
+2m1M
pi
1,t{pi1,t − κ1[(σ˜− η
−1)yt + (ν + η
−1)y1,t + δτˇ1,t]− βpi1,t+1 − u1,t}+ ...
+2mKM
pi
K,t{piK,t−κK [(σ˜−η
−1)yt+(ν+η
−1)yK,t+δτˇK,t]−βpiK,t+1−uK,t}+
+2Mbt {bˆ
∗
t−1− b˜yyt−pit−(1−β)τ¯ s
−1
d
K∑
k=1
mkτˇk,t−βEt[bˆ
∗
t − σ˜yt+1−pit+1]+ζt}+
+ 2Myt [yt −
K∑
k=1
mkyk,t] + 2M
pi
t [pit −
K∑
k=1
mkpik,t]}}
+ 2
K∑
k=1
mkM
pi
k,−1[−pik,0] + 2M
b
−1[pi0] + 2M
b
−1[σ˜y0]
where Mxt denotes the multiplier of equation referred to variable x and where
the last line correspond to the preconditions that allow the problem to be valid
for all t ≥ 0. As usual for a cashless economy case, the Euler equation defining
equilibrium interest rate as a function of exogenous shocks and evolution of
aggregate product is not relevant, serving only to determine the equilibrium
interest rates once optimal paths for sectorial outputs and inflations as well as
tax rates and debt level are already chosen. FOCs are given by:
With respect to pit,k
λpi,kpit,k +M
pi
k,t −M
pi
k,t−1 =M
pi
t . (188)
With respect to pit
Mpit =M
b
t −M
b
t−1. (189)
With respect to τˇk,t
Mpik,t = −M
b
t
(1− τ¯)(1− β)
κk
s−1d . (190)
With respect to yt
−
K∑
k=1
mkM
pi
k,tκk(σ˜ − η
−1)−Mbt b˜y +M
b
t−1σ˜ +M
y
t = 0. (191)
With respect to yk,t
λykyk,t −M
pi
k,t[κk(ν + η
−1)]−Myt = 0. (192)
With respect to b∗t
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Mbt = EtM
b
t+1, (193)
plus the problem’s constraints. Substituting (189) and (190) into (188) yields
the law of motion to sectorial inflation in terms of debt Lagrange MultiplierMbt ,
that is:
pik,t = ψ
pi
k(M
b
t −M
b
t−1), (194)
where
ψpik ≡ λ
−1
pi,k
[
1 +
(1− β)(1− τ¯)s−1d
κk
]
.
From (191),
Myt = Φ˜1M
b
t − Φ˜2M
b
t−1, (195)
where
Φ˜1 = b˜y − (1− τ¯)(1− β)s
−1
d (σ˜ − η
−1),
Φ˜2 = σ˜.
Taking (192), replacing for Mpik,t from (190) and isolating for yk,t yields
yk,t = ϕ1M
b
t − ϕ2M
b
t−1, (196)
where
ϕ1 ≡ λ
−1
yk [Φ˜1 − (1− τ¯)(1− β)s
−1
d (ν + η
−1)],
ϕ2 ≡ λ
−1
yk Φ˜2,
which establishes a relation between sectorial output and aggregate variables.
Summing up across sectors yields the aggregate output in terms of debt
Lagrange Multiplier:
yt = Σ1M
b
t −Σ2M
b
t−1, (197)
where we defined coefficients Σ1 and Σ2, respectively as:
Σ1 ≡ ϕ1,
Σ2 ≡ ϕ2.
where definitions for ϕ coefficients are give elsewhere.
We now use (197), (196) and (194) over the sectorial Phillips Curve in order
to establish the law of motion for tax rates in each sector:
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ψpik(M
b
t −M
b
t−1)− κk(σ˜ − η
−1)(Σ1M
b
t −Σ2M
b
t−1)+
− κk(ν + η
−1)(ϕ1M
b
t − ϕ2M
b
t−1)− κkδτˇk,t − βψ
pi
k(EtM
b
t+1 −M
b
t ) = uk,t.
Using (193):
τˇk,t = (κkδ)
−1{ψpik(M
b
t −M
b
t−1)− κk(σ˜ − η
−1)(Σ1M
b
t −Σ2M
b
t−1)+
− κk(ν + η
−1)(ϕ1M
b
t − ϕ2M
b
t−1)− uk,t}
or
τˇk,t = φk,1M
b
t − φk,2M
b
t−1 − (κkδ)
−1uk,t, (198)
where we have defined:
φk,1 = (κkδ)
−1{ψpik − κk(σ˜ − η
−1)Σ1 − κk(ν + η
−1)ϕ1},
φk,2 = (κkδ)
−1{ψpik − κk(σ˜ − η
−1)Σ2 − κk(ν + η
−1)ϕ2}.
Finally, we considering government constraint. We use (197), (196), (194),
and (198) to get:
bˆ∗t−1 − b˜y[Σ1M
b
t −Σ2M
b
t−1]− (M
b
t −M
b
t−1)
K∑
k=1
mkψ
pi
k+
− (1− β)s−1d τ¯
K∑
k=1
mk[φk,1M
b
t − φk,2M
b
t−1 − (κkδ)
−1uk,t]+
− β[bˆ∗t − σ˜(Σ1M
b
t −Σ2M
b
t−1)− (EtM
b
t+1 −M
b
t )
K∑
k=1
mkψ
pi
k ] + ζt = 0
Using (193) and by isolating terms Mbt and M
b
t−1, it is possible to establish
the law of motion for debt value at maturity in terms of debt Lagrange Multiplier
and exogenous shocks:
bˆ∗t = β
−1bˆ∗t−1 − Ω˜1M
b
t + Ω˜2M
b
t−1 +
K∑
k=1
mkkuk,t + β
−1ζt, (199)
where we have defined
Ω˜1 ≡ β
−1{(b˜y − βσ˜)Σ1 + ψ
pi + (1− β)s−1d τ¯
K∑
k=1
mkφk,1},
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Ω˜2 ≡ β
−1{(b˜y − βσ˜)Σ2 + ψ
pi + (1− β)s−1d τ¯
K∑
k=1
mkφk,2},
k ≡ β
−1(1− β)s−1d τ¯(κkδ)
−1
and
ψpi ≡
K∑
k=1
mkψ
pi
k .
7.1 Determinacy under optimal policy
In order to prove determinacy we take the set of expressions resulting from
solving the set of first order conditions and restrictions applied for the problem
above. In this sense, we take (193), (194), (197), (196), (198), and (199) , and
write in terms of the following system of equations:
Γ0Etzt+1 = Γ1zt + εt+1, (200)
where the vector for the system’s variables can be described as:
zt =

Mbt
Mbt−1
pit−1
Dpik,t−1
yt−1
Dyk,t−1
Dτk,t−1
b∗t−1

,
where notation Dxk,t refers to the full set of sectorial variables x. This disposition
of variables allow to write Γ1 as an inferior triangular matrices whose eigenvalues
lie in the main diagonal. Matrix Γ1 can be defined as
Γ1 =

1 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
1 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
ψpi −ψpi 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Dψ
pi
k −Dψ
pi
k 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Σ1 −Σ2 0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗
Dϕ1 −Dϕ2 0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗
Dφk,1 −
Dφk,2 0 0 0 0 0 ∗
−Ω˜1 Ω˜2 0 0 0 0 0 β
−1

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and there are two non-zero eigenvalues, 1, stable, and β−1, unstable. Matrix Γ1
is an identity matrix, whose eigenvalues equal one. We can redefine (200) as
Etzt+1 = Γ
−1
0 Γ1zt + Γ
−1
0 εt+1. (201)
Because Γ0 is identity, Γ
−1
0 is identity, and therefore Γ
−1
0 Γ1 has the same
eigenvalues of Γ1, one unstable, and other stable. As they match the number
of forward looking and backward looking variables, this fact alone allows us to
establish determinacy for (200).
Finally, it is relevant to notice that under commitment, optimal solution
imply that policy is conducted such a way that:
Etpik,t+1 = 0, (202)
every k. It is somewhat a more strict condition than for an economy with
homogeneous stickiness. In order to see this, we take leads in (194), apply
expectation and use relation (193). In its turn, (202) for every k imply the
same behavior for aggregate inflation, or:
Etpit+1 = 0. (203)
Also, for very k, (194) and (196) imply
∆yk,t =
ϕ1
ψpik
pik,t −
ϕ2
ψpik
pik,t−1 (204)
and the aggregate relation
∆yt =
Σ1
ψpi
pit −
Σ2
ψpi
pit−1 (205)
Using (198), we define optimal sectorial taxation as a function of date t
sectorial inflation and output, as well as aggregate output.
τˆk,t = (κkδ)
−1{pik,t − κkςyt − κkχyk,t − uk,t} (206)
8 Appendix H: Cost-Push - Homogeneous Tax-
ation
The following figure presents the response of aggregate variables to a cost-push
shock in the median stickiness sector:
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